The Transformation Specialists

Get Hooked on FISH!
FISH! has inspired millions of lives and thousands of workplaces globally and
you can be next.
The FISH! Philosophy includes 4 simple interconnected practices known as the
FISH Principals. When these powerful practices are adopted properly, they will
change negative attitudes and toxic environments with amazing results as well
as reinvigorate purpose through inspiration.
Empowering through FISH! addresses many things, especially cultural change
and staff morale, as well as strategies for establishing a more engaging and
productive workplace through personal accountability, enjoyment, and
fulfilment.
The process must concentrate on positively shaping the culture of the
organisation thereby making FISH! a vital component that reinforces
efficiency, effectiveness, and overall personal accountability for all that take
part.
Expected workshop outcomes:
 Clear overview of FISH! Philosophy & its impact on the participant’s
experience
 Improved communication strategies between leadership team & staff
 An introduction to the tools, tips and techniques designed to help
create a more invigorating & productive work environment
 Instil more energy, passion and commitment across the company
 Clearly demonstrate the FISH! Philosophy’s huge contribution as a
Change Agent and how that will translate to increased productivity and
ROI across the business
 Improved communication skills using the Multi-Science assessment
approach as a blueprint
Even if you have already used the FISH! film in your workplace, you’ll uncover
solid tools to spark positive action and gain renewed inspiration within your
teams. Want to find out more how FISH! can transform your workforce?
Call us today on +61 418 221 243 or +64 27 479 6368
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